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UK named
‘exemplar’ in food
waste reduction
Champions 12.3 says UK is leading by
example in efforts to halve food waste,
but Dave Lewis calls on companies and
countries to do more
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Outgoing Tesco CEO Dave Lewis has called for
urgent action from companies and countries in the
fight against food waste
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geographically along its supply chain.
It was the first supermarket chain to invite
its suppliers to adopt the Target-MeasureAct approach back in 2017. Today, 54 UK
Tesco suppliers share food
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waste data publicly, including a number
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their data and insights, to help accelerate
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guidance produced following pilots by

the collective effort.

Wrap. Since the launch of the grower
Wrap said five retailers have published
comparable data, revealing that between
them they’ve prevented over 20,000
tonnes of food waste a year, compared to

guidance in March, Wrap said more
businesses have begun measuring waste
through this season both in the UK and
internationally.

their baselines. This represents an average
Commenting on the report, Wrap chief

million of food saved.

executive Marcus Gover, said: “In January
we reported that the UK was mid-way to

first retailers to begin new Whole Chain
Projects under the Roadmap guidance.
This programme is the next major stage in
the Roadmap and involves businesses
working together across the supply chain,
from farm to factory to warehouse to
store, to identify ways to reduce food
waste at each stage.
Elsewhere on the high-street, the
hospitality and food service sector has
seen big names join the Roadmap despite
the disruption of lockdown, with Burger
King UK, McDonald’s UK and Pret A
Manger all joining.
This year more focus has been put on
measuring food loss and waste in

to continue to lead the way, and the stakes
are too high in terms of the
environmental, economic and social costs
of food waste for us to fail.”

15 per cent reduction, with over £60

Sainsbury’s and Waitrose have become the

“The rest of the world is looking to the UK

completing its part in SDG12.3. Despite
huge disruptions to the supply chain since
then, food waste has remained a priority
for most food and drink businesses and
the Roadmap has become a blueprint

The Food Waste Reduction Roadmap is
the only nationwide programme operating
from field to fork anywhere in the world.
Since its launch in 2018 the number of
participating organisations has more than
doubled to around 260, with food
businesses numbering over 210.

towards our Courtauld 2025 targets, and
the global goal.
“We must prevent a further 1.8 million
tonnes of food from going to waste by
2030. Most from our homes, but more than
half a million tonnes through the further

The report from Wrap and IGD comes
ahead of the Government’s expected
consultation on mandatory public
reporting of food waste by businesses, set
to resume later this year.

actions of retail, manufacturing and

Wrap said it was working closely with

hospitality and food service businesses.

policy makers to ensure new regulations

“We need around 400 more food
businesses to commit to the Roadmap and

are aligned and informed by the Roadmap
and its resources.

Target-Measure-Act. It’s also important
that more businesses publish
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